
Testimonial – Acorn Packaging Inc

It was early 2014 when I first received a call from Shayna Wallace from JRP. Shayna is a Business 
Development Specialist with JRP and wanted to discuss with me the idea of a more direct supply 
chain for my health and dental benefits, along with opportunities to potentially coordinate drug 
claims with provincial health care programs. 

At the time, I was dealing through a traditional insurance broker who had been looking after our 
account for over 20 years. Shayna wanted to introduce me to Richard Partridge from JRP in order to 
help me better understand how JRP’s services may be beneficial to Acorn and our staff. The meeting 
was also designed to illustrate points of differentiation between the services and advice of our 
insurance broker and JRP. 

I decided to take Shayna up on her offer and took the meeting with Richard. After my meeting with 
Richard had concluded, it was clear in my mind how JRP differed from my current insurance broker, 
as well as, the dozen or so other insurance brokers that I seem to get calls from each year around 
the time of my renewal.  

Richard’s presentation focused on techniques to proactively manage our claims while permanently 
reducing and eliminating unnecessary fees and charges we paid to our insurance company. I realized 
during Richard’s presentation and my subsequent investigations, that all insurance carriers take 
similar steps to set my premiums and that the fee structures from one insurer to the next were 
virtually identical. What differed was how low an insurer was willing to reduce initial premiums to 
earn my business. 

In working with JRP, it has become clear that “the best price” is the byproduct of a proactive business 
partner (JRP). Within the first 12 months of working with JRP, our total spending on benefits reduced 
by $85,000. Traditional insurance brokers have saved us money when we switched to them, but 
come the first renewal our costs would increase by 15%. They would negotiate it down to a 10% 
increase and feel they had done a great job for us, but the double digit increases just kept coming 
year after year because of being over the target loss ratio and our generally aging workforce. With 
JRP we continue to sustain savings month over month. Compared to the traditional insurance 
plan we had set up prior to working with JRP we expect to save another $85,000 this year. An 
approximate $170,000 in sustainable savings within a 24-month period.

JRP has delivered every step of the way. Today we benefit from a more direct supply chain that has 
consistently reduced our overall spending and among other things, we have effectively coordinated 
our drug program with outside subsidy plans further reducing our spending. 

Customer Service is something we place tremendous value on. With JRP we have several dedicated 
resources, including Maryann Brabers who is a Senior Partner within JRP’s Client Care department. 
Maryann works as an extension of our organization to ensure that our investment in benefits is 
given the same care and attention that every other area of our organization receives. 

If you are looking for a new business partner to support your investment in benefits, I would highly 
recommend appointing JRP to your account. You will not be disappointed. 

– Scott Mitchell
Owner

Visit acornpkg.com for more information on acorn packaging inc.
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